
CHURCH AT HOME 

† 

Intention 

We recognize that these are difficult and uncertain times, and we miss the 

gift of gathering as a faith community at St. Ignatius Parish.  But we take 

Consolation in that “God is in all things,” including in our homes, from the 

dirty dishes in the sink to the fancy plates in the cupboard, God is with us! 

 We know that Christ is found not only in tradition, but in innovation and 

most especially in places where we need him most.  Right now, this means right 

in your own home. 

We hope that you can imagine the holiness of church within your home. 

 

Sacred Space 

We join a long history of worship and reverence that takes place within the 

home. Consider the holiness of the manger as the place where Jesus entered 

the world or recall the long history of the Mexican “ofrenda” - a home altar 

to commemorate ancestors.  Remember that our Jewish brothers and sisters 

celebrate the Seder not in the temple or in the synagogue but at home, 

sharing a meal around the kitchen or dining room table in which prayers are 

said.   

Take a moment to select and create a sacred space within your home. This can 

be as simple as a windowsill or corner of a kitchen table. Remember, Jesus 

saying, “For my yoke is easy and my burden is light.”  

If you would like, add holy pictures or icons, cross or crucifix, a plant or 

flower, and maybe a candle to the space to remind you that God is dwelling in 

this space and your home. 

If you have children, ask them to help create this sacred space with drawings, 

creations from nature, or consider a container for prayer intentions from 

the whole family. 

 

Liturgy 

As the time for Mass draws near, take time to prepare your sacred space and 

livestreaming device.    



Consider printing the readings or worship aid. To save paper you might 

follow along on a smart phone, ipad or tablet. 

If there are others joining you, call them together. 

Is there someone on your mind who you would like to dedicate this liturgy? 

Remember those in our community who continue to provide essential services 

such as: sanitation workers, grocery store staff, safety officers, 

healthcare workers and many more.            

As Mass begins, don’t be afraid to sing aloud and reverently sit, kneel or 

stand as you are able.  Let the word of God enter into your Home!  

Do you have other prayer intentions? Mention them aloud during the Prayers 

of the Faithful or use that time to drop a prayer intention into a sacred 

container.   

For the eucharistic prayer, we suggest placing a candle, a cross or crucifix, 

a bible, a bowl of water etc. on or near your sacred space.  Be creative. You 

might also have some bread, water or wine on the table already or nearby 

before the start of Mass. If you have children, they might present “the gifts” 

by placing them on the table prior to the Eucharistic Prayer.  

Pray the Lord’s prayer together and imagine your parish community joining 

with you in prayer.  Use gestures to pray the Lord’s Prayer. 

At the sign of peace, perhaps text message a friend a greeting of peace? You 

May want to use the chat on the Livestream to offer your peace. Don’t forget 

to express a greeting of peace to the whole family, including pets. 

During communion, reverently consume the “Gifts” of bread and wine you 

prepared. Imagine being at table with Jesus.  You might act as a minister to 

other members of your family.  

At the final blessing you might bless yourself or even one another from the 

water in the bowl prepared beforehand. 

All is Holy! 

Thanks be to god! 

 

 

Connection 

Know of our prayers for you and your family! 

Remember that Christ connects in many ways through hope, faith and love.  

While it may be isolating to be at home, can you imagine members of your 

church community and send a prayer to them? 

Can you check in on a neighbor, elder or friend? Send a text message, email, 

phone call or card. Remember to also accept help when offered to you. 



Take your group online! Use zoom or skype creatively to connect with our 

parish and church community.   Could you watch mass together with a few 

other parish members using this technology?   Reach out to others and 

include them. 

Can you think of new ways of connecting during this time, like sharing 

resources in some new way? Generosity is a great antidote to anxiety. 

Gratitude 

It is a with a full heart that we give thanks for all the gifts in our lives 

including the gift of our homes, our church, and our community and so many 

more.   

Finally, we remember the words of the Psalm 23: 

“Thou preparest a table before me in the presence of mine enemies; thou 

anointest my head with oil; my cup runneth over.” 

Be Well for All Will Be Well 
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FOOD SAFETY TIPS: 
 

1. Wash all work surfaces with soap and warm water.  
2. Make sure that all tools are clean. Use soap and warm water as needed. 
3. Wash your hands with soap and warm water for at least 20 seconds before beginning. 

 

INGREDIENTS 
 
SMALL (makes 2 5” loaves or 8 3” loaves) 
 
1 C flour  

EITHER: All enriched white  
OR:  Any combination of enriched white, whole 
wheat or white whole wheat making a total of 1 
C flour 

 
½ t table salt (fine) 
 
⅓ C water (room temp) – initial mix 
 
up to 2 Tbs water (room temp) – to add if needed 

 

BEST BAKING TIPS 
 

Use whole wheat flour if readily available.  White flour will 
give a good loaf but may not need as much water.   
 
Different ovens hold heat differently.  Adjust temperature 
for baking to match the characteristics of your oven. 
 
Put the oven rack in the middle position.  
 
Do not use insulated cookie sheets. 
 
Avoid over-kneading the bread, or it may become tough. 
 
When mixing together scraps of dough, avoid folding in air 
pockets.  Use the rolling pin to push out excess bubbles. 
 
If bread is not used within one day, store in refrigerator or 
freezer with sheets of wax paper between each loaf. 

 

DIRECTIONS FOR HOME BAKING 
 

1) Preheat oven to 340 degrees. Line a baking sheet with a silicone liner or parchment paper. 
2) Whisk together all dry ingredients in large bowl until they are well mixed.   
3) Add ⅓ C. water to dry ingredients in two batches.  Mix using a fork, whisk or clean hands. The mix will 

seem dry. Using your hand, gather the mixture into a ball.  If needed, slowly add up to 2 Tbs of the 
remaining water, mixing as you go, until the dough sticks together without feeling wet.  If too moist, 
add flour. 

4) Turn the dough onto a lightly floured surface and knead it up to two minutes.  Stop when the dough 
feels smooth and silky. To knead, press the dough away from you with the palm of your hand. Then 
fold the dough back toward you, rotate the ball, and repeat (push, fold, rotate) for up to two minutes.  

 
Rolling the dough: 
5) Divide the dough into two even portions, and gently form each into a ball. 
6) For 2 5” loaves:   

a) Using your hands, work the first piece of dough into a slightly flatter circle. Place it on a board dusted 
with flour and flip it so both sides are lightly coated. Roll out dough, turning as you go until you have 
a circle about 5 inches in diameter. It should be about 1/8 inch thick.  Shake or brush off excess 
flour. Watch to see if the dough shrinks back. If so, let it rest 30-60 seconds and then roll it out a bit 
more. 
- If you don’t have a rolling pin or a 5-inch cutter, use a flat-bottomed bowl or pie plate (preferably 

glass so you can see what is happening). Press the bowl or plate down on the dough, rocking 
the dish as you go, to form a circle. You may need to go over the dough a few times to make it 
even thickness. 

b) Either gently use your hands to even out the edge or use a 5-inch cutter or metal bowl to create a 
neat circle. 

c) Use a knife or other flat-edge instrument to impress two lines in the form of a cross on each loaf. 
7) For 3” loaves: 

a) Follow step 6a, above to create a circle of dough about 1/8 inch thick and 5 inches diameter. Use a 
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3” cutter (a small glass or the lid of a narrow mouth Ball jar might be the right size) to cut smaller 
loaves. You should get up to 4 small loaves and have leftover scraps. 

b) Combine scraps and re-roll with the other ball. 
c) Repeat rolling and cutting until you have no more dough.  
d) Using a knife or other flat-edged instrument, lightly impress two lines on each small loaf in the form 

of a cross. 
8) Place loaves on the cookie sheet, leaving some space in between. 
9) Place sheet on the middle oven rack and bake for 11 ½ - 12 minutes. 
10) Remove the sheet from the oven. If any of the loaves have puffed up, press down on them gently with 

a clean dish towel or paper towel. Then move the loaves to a cooling rack. 
11) Allow loaves to cool thoroughly, at least 20 minutes. Once the bread is cool you can store it in a plastic 

bag. For best results, separate each loaf with a piece of waxed or parchment paper. If you are not 
going to use it that day, store the bag in the refrigerator or freezer.  

12) Allow the bread to come to room temperature before using. 
 
 
 

 

 

 


